How to assemble...

CHROME WIRE SHELVING

Thank you for purchasing this product.
Please remember to check that you have all component parts before beginning assembly.
N.B. These instructions are for standard units, but the same principals apply to our heavy duty, wine & kitchen
and mobile units. Larger units will have posts in two sections that will need screwing together at step 5.
Step 1:

Step 2:

Screw the foot leveller (or castor wheels for mobile units) into the

Snap the sleeves into the post grooves at an equal height. Sleeves

lower post in a clockwise direction. N.B. The upper-post has a black

must be snapped together with the arrow pointing upwards

plastic end cap and the lower-post has a foot leveller attached.

Step 3:

Step 4:

Make sure that you have the shelf the correct way up (the shelf edges

After four posts have been slid through the shelf corner holes, set the

should be facing down and the shelf should fit on top of the sleeves).

shelf upright. Snap the sleeves at your next desired shelf height. Slide

Hold the shelf on its side and slide the top of the four posts through

the shelf down from the top of the posts onto the sleeves.

the bottom of the shelf at its corners until there is a snug fit.
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How to assemble...

CHROME WIRE WIRE SHELVING

Step 5:

Step 6:

If your unit came in two sections, screw the upper-posts into the

Push firmly down on every shelf at each of its corners with a rubber

lower-posts. Repeat step 4 for all remaining shelves.

mallet to secure the shelf in place. (Using a rubber mallet can make
installation easier – use caution not to damage the unit.

Step 7:

Step 8:

Screw the foot levellers clockwise (to lower) or anticlockwise (to raise)

To add the clothes rail attachment, clip each bracket into the top shelf

at the bottom of the posts to attain proper levelling.

at equal distances from each end. Slide the chrome tube into place so
that it overhangs each bracket equally.
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